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In the last newsletter, I mentioned that Jeffrey 

and I were going to start traveling periodically.  

At that time, we were more interested in a class c 

until we walked around in several of them and 

realized they did not have the room we wanted.  

So, we started searching for a travel trailer that 

had bunks or an expandable for when we had the 

grandkids with a possible slide so we would not 

be stepping over each other, especially since our 

furry kids would be traveling with us.  What we 

expected turned out to be a 360 degree change 

from what we thought we were going to get and 

the outcome was a whole lot more than 

anticipated.  All the planning could not have 

brought us into a more perfect resolution than 

what we were handed.  Between online searching 

and walking into these places as well as the RV 

show we still had not found that one that spoke 

to us until recently.  When we walked into this 

trailer…we were home.  We are still amazed at 

how Spirit works in our lives and how easily 

everything fell into place when we got out of our 

own way.   The bottom line is, “When we put 

ourselves first the trailer showed up with the 

perfect layout, colors, weight and a substantial 

amount off the price”.   Not only that, it will do 

everything we intend to use it for!!!  

We are very excited about our month long trip in 

July.  We will be on a 2800 mile round trip from 

California, to Oregon, to Washington and back 

home.  Our daughter is having a baby beginning 

of July and our son is getting married the 3rd 

week in July.  Plus in between we will be visiting 
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friends and having a family reunion.  If I 

choose to do a few phone sessions while we 

are traveling I will update my answering 

machine on Sunday’s to reflect the days and 

times that I am available.  In our next 

newsletter we will have plenty of pictures to 

share and more and likely stories

Until next time, I hope your spring and 

summer offers abundance in all areas of your 

life and fun filled memories with family and 

friends

From Diane & Jeffrey Phillips
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The rebirthing process is in the crucial stages of its manifestations 

which are felt and seen planetary wide. The escalated turmoil 

within the earth as well as her inhabitants will exacerbate to its 

highest point since the fall of Rome. In mirroring your history, 

colossal events were set in motion as dictatorship supremacy 

oppressed autonomy. The crumbling of despot monarchy speaks 

of the rise to sovereignty in the will of the people as they unite 

throughout the land with common discourse.

The earth’s restructuring has significance as prophesied by the 

Mayan Ancients. The prophecy spoke of the end of times as you 

know it and a simpler way of life emerging and yet many fear the 

earth will cease to exist. Life for the majority has become 

despondent and segregated. The exuberance of these shifts will 

create an integration of openness, compassion, and good will for 

one another. These cyclic events are completely natural and the 

appropriateness of timing assists in the overall evolutionary 

processes.

Your body’s eco system is affected by the earth’s restructuring 

and it is important to familiarize yourself with its needs physically 

and also the balance it requires to remain in a state of emotional 

harmony. The bodies are very resilient and will continue to 

function with great accuracy as long as you pay attention to what 

it seeks. As we have mentioned in previous writings healthy 

immunity will require additional nurturing and your digestive 

tract can be soothed by eating small portions throughout the day

Disruption in technology will propagate as unrest strengthens 

within countries attempting to assume control as well as 

geographic signatures altering satellite frequencies. It is a benefit 

to manually backup information that you wish safe guarded.

In closing, you are revered for choosing to inhabit the planet 

during these sublime events. You are witnessing what is known as 

“The Deliverance”.
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If you don't like something change 
it; if you can't change it, change 

the way you think about it.  

~Mary Engelbreit






